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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE
B. Chris Brewster, San Diego, CA

They ended up seriously damaging
their own image and will almost certainly never again plant their lifeguards’ toes on a surf beach.

Maybe someday it will be known as
the Hallandale effect.
Ours is a young profession, this beach
lifesaving work, only a little over 125
years old. Even so, in this short period
we have risen in many communities to
be recognized as public safety professionals, no less important than others
who are paid to risk their lives and safety to protect people from injury and
death, be they police officers or firefighters. We’ve done it by virtue of our
own dedication and professionalism, by
collaborating on consensus national
standards like the USLA Lifeguard
Agency Certification Program, by
advocating for proper levels of staffing,
and by pointing out the simple fact that
at beaches without us, people are far less safe.

Meanwhile, a city council which was
assured this approach would save the
community money, while keeping it
just as safe as before, ended up feeling
obligated to give a ceremonial key to
the city to a lifeguard who was fired by
the company with whom they had contracted … for responding to a rescue.

In some places though, beach lifesaving continues to be
viewed as a discretionary service that can be kicked to the
curb when times are tough. Leaders in these communities
see lifesaving budgets as something to be sliced and diced, or
eliminated entirely. Maybe Hallandale changes that a little.
As a refresher, this small South Florida community decided some years ago to “outsource” its lifeguard services.
Moreover, they decided to contract to a company that is
famous to some and infamous to others for commoditizing
pool and waterpark lifeguard services. Thanks to them, the
rescue tube, which was designed by Pete Peterson for surf
lifesaving, has become a crutch for pool lifeguards, who
drape in across their laps and use it to float themselves, not
just their victims.
We all know that pool lifeguarding and beach lifeguarding
are different worlds, but this particular company imagined
they could apply certain standardized approaches they’d
used at pools and thereby create efficiencies that would
allow them to provide beach lifeguard services on the
cheap (and make money for their company from the savings). In their ignorance and arrogance they rolled themselves an exploding cigar, lit it, and it blew up in their face.
ALM

I am not going to try to reprise this
entire story. You can put the terms
“Hallandale” and “lifeguard” in your
browser search engine and read stories
about this for weeks. I will say that
some of the company’s savings came
from eliminating lifeguard coverage from beach areas that
had previously been guarded and telling the lifeguards to
never go outside the boundaries. Who imagines it’s OK to
have a policy that lifeguards should watch someone
drown?
I do want to give credit to a community that came to recognize it had been snookered by an egotistical company
that was certain it was an expert at all things lifeguard, but
turned out not to be. Once they recognized this same company was pillorying an impressively ethical lifeguard who
simply did the right and human thing when he saw someone in distress, they did a 180 and once again there are
professional surf lifesavers patrolling the beaches of
Hallandale. And I want to give credit to our Southeast
Region for facilitating and supporting the transition.
The lessons from this are many: Beach lifesaving is public
safety. Public safety is a community priority. Cheapening public safety has consequences. Those consequences can quickly
overwhelm any savings. Don’t cheapen beach lifesaving.
Lessons learned? We’ll see. In any case, we have at least
one community we can call upon to say, “Don’t try that
approach.”
Lifeguards for Life.
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MEDIA MAGIC: TIPS & TRICKS FOR POSITIVE MEDIA ENCOUNTERS
Bill Humphreys, San Clemente, CA

As a public safety officer, you may be
asked to answer questions from the
media. Often these are negative questions, seemingly designed to place blame
or stir controversy. How you answer these
questions can help or hinder you and your
agency, and sway public opinion in regard
to the profession of lifesaving. Following
are tips for dealing with the media in a
manner that addresses the issues at hand
while putting you, your agency, and lifesaving in the best light possible.

answer any type of question, make sure
your supervisor knows that you are doing
the interview (bosses hate surprises!).
Every agency is different, so understand
your policy to avoid any negative ramifications.
Buy Some Time and Control the Setting

In support of our profession, Greg
Hulsizer and Mike Frazer have graciously
reviewed this document and provided
additional suggestions and tips that they use when dealing with
the media. Greg is the Vice President of Cambria Solutions, an
ex-city manager for multiple cities, and a former lifeguard lieutenant for San Clemente. He regularly holds press conferences
and teaches public relation skills around the nation. Mike was
the Lifeguard Chief for the Los Angeles County Fire
Department (now retired). Representing one of the largest lifeguard agencies in the United States, Chief Frazer has had years
of experience successfully dealing with the media. We would
also like to credit Arch Lustberg for the development of many
of these tips. Mr. Lustberg is the author of multiple books on
media relations and has served as a coach to state governors,
congressional leaders, and presidential appointees. For more tips
on public speaking, references to online videos by Mr. Lustberg
are listed at the end of this document. A shortcut guide summarizing these tips follows the reference section.
Although the tips in this document are simple, they require
practice to master. Practicing these strategies can assist you in
enhancing your message and painting a favorable image for you
and your department. Use these strategies to control the situation rather than being at the mercy of aggressive reporters.
Preparation for the Interview
Know and Follow Your Agency’s Policies for Interviews with the
Media
This seems obvious but is often forgotten. Your agency has specific policies for dealing with the media that must be followed.
As an example, your agency may have a press information officer (PIO) and a policy stating that media requests must go
through them. If you are questioned by a reporter but fall under
such a policy, tell them that your agency would love to respond
to their questions and direct them to the proper person. If you
don’t have a PIO, and you are authorized to speak to the press,
understand you agency’s policies. You may be allowed to only
answer factual questions, with a requirement that you pass along
policy related questions to someone else. If you are authorized to
ALM

You usually have some control over the
timing of the interview, so try to formally
schedule the interview. Whenever possible, avoid a “spur-of-the-moment” interview. It is fine to tell reporters that you are
busy and would love to help, but you don’t
have time right now. Ask them to send you
written questions and tell them you will get back to them as
soon as possible. This will give you time to prepare a response or
even prepare a formal press release – which will steal their thunder and negate the need for the interview. If delaying the interview isn’t possible, buy some time by asking for a short break.
During this time, comb your hair, adjust your uniform, and try
to anticipate potential and worst-case questions. Plan on how
you will answer these questions using the tips contained in this
document. Think about your key message and how to best get it
across. Finally, think about the setting for the interview. If possible, stand outside in a natural setting and it will paint a much
better picture of you.
The Interview
Pause Before (and After) Answering
Now comes the moment of truth. You’ve prepared, bought some
time, and are in a setting favorable for you. When the first question comes - pause and gather your thoughts. Although it may
feel awkward, there is nothing wrong with a moderate pause (it
will feel longer to you than to the viewers). As you do so, think
about your key message and the tips described below.
Pausing after your answer can also be very effective. Often
reporters will remain silent after you have answered in the hope
that their silence will cause you to elaborate or editorialize.
Keep your answer brief, stop, and wait for the next question.
Doing so will turn the tables on the reporter, making them feel
uncomfortable and giving you more control over the interview.
Use “The Open Face”
Your face is your main communication tool, so use it to your
advantage. There are four “faces” people will tend to use in an
interview or a presentation. You can smile, which if appropriate
for the situation, conveys happiness. You can “close your face”
(picture a frown or someone with furrowed brows), which creates a vision of anger which is rarely, if ever, appropriate. You
can “neutralize your face” (no expression), which Mr. Lustberg
calls “the face of the dead.” This is the face that will put your lis-
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tener to sleep. Finally, you can use the “Open Face” (eyes wide
open, expressive facial muscles, etc.), which is a caring and loving face. To help visualize this, picture the face you use when
talking to a baby. Your eyes are wide open, your voice has inflection and passion, and you aren’t frowning – in fact, you’re probably smiling. This is the face that will make you appear honest,
genuine, and believable.
Maintain Eye Contact
Whenever you are speaking maintain direct eye contact with
the reporter, never speaking while looking away or at an inanimate object. If you need to refer to notes or a report, look down,
read, and look back up before speaking. Most of us have seen
presentations where the person read to the audience. Don’t
make this mistake. As you speak, look directly into the
reporter’s eyes and you will be seen as much more sincere and
interested.
Rephrase the Question the Way You Wish It Had Been Asked
Mr. Hulsizer taught me the concept of “Rephrasing the
Question” many years ago. The concept is simple – you turn a
negative question into a positive one that you are proud to
answer. Here’s how the process works. Often a reporter will ask
a question that is more of an accusation rather than a question.
Instead of directly answering the question (which puts you in a
defensive position), pause and ask yourself “How would I have
preferred the question to be asked?” Answer your version of the
question instead of answering it the way the reporter asked it!
As an example, a reporter may ask a question in a way that will
cause you to drop your guard or even intentionally anger you.
They may say something like “Let’s get real here, isn’t it true
that most of what lifeguards do in the offseason isn’t necessary?”
Or, “You have to admit, aren’t lifeguards in the winter just sitting around or doing maintenance work that could be done by

other workers at a lower cost to the taxpayers?”
Before answering, ask yourself “What are they really asking
here?” In this example, the reporter is asking (in a negative way)
for you to explain the need for lifeguards in the off-peak season.
There are a variety of ways this could have been asked, so pick
one that you are comfortable with and are proud to answer. Your
answer may start with something like this: “Thank you. Let me
take a minute to explain what lifeguards do in the winter.” You
can expand on this to explain what it takes to become a lifeguard, how many lives are saved in the off-peak season, elaborate on the value of a life saved, and explain the need for winter preparation for the summer season (recruitment, training,
etc.). This gives you the opportunity to explain your mission,
the dangers of the ocean in the off-peak season, and what you
are doing to protect the public. When you do this, always
answer the unasked question of “so what?” Be sure to explain
why is it important to protect the public, which is where you
can emphasize the value of a human life and what lifeguards do
to protect those lives.
If you can’t come up with a positive way to rephrase the question, take control of the interview and redirect the question to
another topic. It is fine to respond: “That’s an interesting perspective, but a much more important message to the public is…”
Another option if you are stumped by a question is to say: “Let
me research that and I will get back to you.” This will give you
time to prepare and provide a written response.
The goal of rephrasing is to control the interview by turning a
negative question into a positive one that you can proudly
answer. Turn it into a question that gives you an opportunity to
expand in a direction you are comfortable with and include a
safety message whenever you can. Keep your main message in
mind and repeat it throughout the interview. If you can not

continued on page 8

The USLA has arranged for deep discounts and special deals with leading companies that offer products of value to USLA members.
Visit the USLA Home page (at the bottom) or the USLA Store, at: www.usla.org/store
Example discounts available to you:

- 50% off Hobie polarized sunglasses (including special deals on prescription sunglasses)
- $30 off DaFin swim fins
- Special discounts on Ford automobiles.

As well, lifeguards, chapters, and regions can purchase clothing and other items with the USLA logo embroidered on them at Uniserv
GuardGear. And you can purchase rings with the USLA logo from Jostens.

The USLA is committed to helping lifeguards get the best equipment at the best prices. Don't forget to sign up for your membership
today through your chapter or at: www.usla.org
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MEDIA MAGIC... from page 7

• Nothing is off the record!

rephrase the question, redirect it to another interesting topic or
defer on answering until you can do more research. Not only
will you perform much better in the interview, your stress level
will drop because you know that you will be addressing positive
questions that you are proud to answer.

• Bring in safety messages at every opportunity.

Provide Three Positive Comments for the Incident
This technique requires forethought and sensitivity. First, do
not discount the extent of the tragedy. Express appropriate concern, empathy, and compassion for everyone who was impacted.
Clearly offer your sincere condolences. Once done, provide
three positive comments about the tragedy or event if possible.
Typically there were some positive things that occurred, so mention them! As an example, suppose a boat capsizes, sinks, and
lives are lost despite your best attempts to save them. You could
say something like:
“First and foremost, we want to express our sincere condolences for the family and friends of those involved (expand as
appropriate and necessary)… Although this is an extreme
tragedy, there were a few positive things that came from this.
First, we are so thankful that there were other boats nearby to
assist those in the water. Because of their efforts, many lives
were saved. Our sincere thanks go out to those boaters who
came to assist. We would also like to commend the lifeguards,
the Coast Guard, and the Harbor Patrol who all worked
together as a team to rescue many survivors. Finally, we would
like to thank two of the survivors who swam back to assist
others – putting themselves back in danger. These are true
heroes and should be commended for risking their lives in the
effort to save others.”
Coming up with three positive comments prior to the interview
will help produce a much more balanced and complete story for
the public.

• Build rapport with the media before crisis hits. Items such
as: regular press releases, calls to local reporters with weekend statistics or human interest stories, or calls whenever
something newsworthy is happening on the beach all help
build rapport.
Summary
Dealing with an aggressive reporter can be intimidating.
However, with proper planning and forethought you can switch
from being on the defensive and put yourself in a positive and
proactive position – all while promoting your message and pride
in your agency. Remember to control the interview and setting,
use an open face, rephrase the question, provide some positive
comments about the incident, and supply the reporter with
some quotable quotes. These techniques won’t always work perfectly, but even if not, you will be much more relaxed and confident. Confident in the knowledge that you can accurately provide the information that the public wants, and confident that
you can do this in a positive manner. Positive for you, positive
for your agency, and positive for the noble profession of lifesaving!
References:
Lustberg, A. (Writer/Speaker). (2011a). The Open Face
[Video file]. Retrieved from
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6jxJyZQ8XG4
Lustberg, A. (Writer/Speaker). (2011b). The Rhythm of Eye
Contact [Video file]. Retrieved from
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IKzCbhSyXww&feature=
relmfu

Provide a “Quotable Quote” Emphasizing your Message
Media Shortcut Guide:
Operate under the premise that reporters have a tendency to
repeat what is told to them. If you can come up with a
“Quotable Quote,” something that is catchy and summarizes the
issue, it probably will be reported. As an example, when asked
to comment about Retired San Clemente Lifeguard Chief
Richard Hazard when he passed away, I stated that he was a
“Lifeguard’s Lifeguard.” This phrase was repeated in virtually
every story regarding Chief Hazard’s life and his contributions to
lifesaving. Come up with something positive, phrased in a
“catchy” manner to make the reporter’s work easier – in other
words, provide them with a Quotable Quote!

• Know and follow your agency’s policies and procedures.
• Buy some time and control the setting. Prepare written
answers or bullet points when possible.
• Pause before and after answering questions.
• Use an “Open Face”. Eyes wide, smile as appropriate,
expressive facial muscles.
• Maintain eye contact.
• Rephrase, redirect, or delay responses to the question.

Miscellany
• Have three positive comments prepared for the incident.
Finally, here are some miscellaneous tips that don’t need
detailed explanation:
• For phone interviews, have a cheat sheet or reference material right in front of you.
• Prepare canned responses for issues that you know will periodically surface (shark encounters, budget issues, winter
staffing, etc.)
ALM

• Provide a “Quotable Quote.”
• Prepare canned responses for events before they occur.
• Nothing is off the record.
• Bring in safety messages whenever possible.
• Build rapport with your local media before the crisis.
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LIFEGUARDS SPEAK OUT ABOUT PANAMA CITY BEACH DROWNINGS
Corey Dobridnia, Panama City, FL

The small group of lifeguards is the only one on Panama
City Beaches entire stretch of beach.
"The lifeguards are on 1500 feet of beach," said Breeden.
"And that is a very, very, very, small percentage."
The Gulf has claimed the lives of seven people this year.
Breeden attributes these tragic statistics to two things: the
first is man power.
"And it all boils down to what is the capacity of EMS to deal
with this situation," said Breeden. "They do a great job. I
think that they exceed what they are capable of on a daily
basis. And its amazing that we don't have more [deaths]."
The Gulf claimed more than half a dozen lives this summer
season. The most recent accident occured when a 26-yearold man was swimming in the water in front of the
Grandview East Condominiums.
In order to avoid tragedy lifeguards say fingers can't just be
pointed at unknowing patrons, but responsibilities also have
to be put on those who invite them to their beaches.
"We are averaging ten deaths a year since 1992," said lifeguard Brad Breeden. "It's staggering."

Breeden says signs and flags, based on the continuing number
of deaths, are not working.
"The flag system, in reality, is not designed to work along a
long an entire beach," said Breeden. "It's designed to work at
one spot where a lifeguard stand is and lifeguards can asses
the risk based on what's going on at that beach."
Breeden hopes that in the future more eyes and ears will see
that a preventative approach rather than a responsive one
will save lives.

Despite never having a drowning on their watch lifeguards
find themselves feeling helpless.

"I just hope that at some point we can prevent all this," he
said. "It's very easy to do. All other cities, all major cities, all
major tourism destinations are going to have lifeguards."

"You just kind of feel like you can't reach enough," said
Breeden.

All lifeguards at the City Pier are open water certified by the
United States Lifesaving Association and train daily.

FAILED LIFEGUARD PRIVATIZATION EXPERIMENT OPENS THE DOOR
FOR NEW HALLANDALE BEACH PUBLIC LIFEGUARD SERVICE
Jim McCrady, Ft. Lauderdale, FL

Hallandale Beach, FL Maybe not for everyone in
every home in America, but
for those in the lifesaving
community, Tomas López
briefly became a household
name. If you are not familiar
with the story that put him
in the headlines, he was the
Hallandale Beach lifeguard
that disregarded a policy,
written by the private comALM

photos courtesy of Jim McCrady, Ft. Lauderdale, FL

pany that he worked for, that stated he was not permitted to
leave his coverage zone to attend to beach patrons outside of
his area of responsibility. On Monday, July 2nd, 2012 he did
exactly that. He did so to save someone’s life, and he was
fired for it.
On this day, he had been sitting in his lifeguard chair when
his attention was drawn to a man in distress at an adjacent
apartment complex about a thousand feet down the beach.
Lifeguard López knew that this was outside of his coverage
area, but he also knew what had to be done, radioed his
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continued on page 10

FAILED LIFEGUARD PRIVATIZATION EXPERIMENT... from page 9

Business Administration classes at Broward College and
forego the $8.25 an hour job.
Shortly after López declined to take his job back, Jeff Ellis
Management sent an email to the city indicating that the
firm would not seek to renew its $1 million, three-year contract when it expires on October 1st this year. "Despite our
record of safety, the mishandling of the Tomas Lopez incident
has undermined public confidence," wrote company owner
Jeff Ellis. "We want to do the right thing and enable the city
to move forward with a new vendor," it was reported in the
South Florida Sun-Sentinel.

supervisor to cover for him and started off running down the
beach toward the man in trouble. The unidentified man in
his 20s was being helped by some other beachgoers when
López arrived. He was “really blue, but breathing,” López
recalled as he grabbed the victim and pulled the man out of
the ocean.
Once on the beach, the man was set up for CPR, where he
began coughing up water. The man was transported to a local
hospital, where he was treated and released days later after a
full recovery.
Although López saved this man’s life, he had also broken
company protocol for leaving his coverage area. The management company immediately fired him. Two more lifeguards, Travis Madrid and Zoard Janko, were fired the next
day, when in an act of solidarity when they told a company
representative that they would have done the same thing as
López given the same scenario. “They sat me down and told
me that my answer will determine if I get to keep my job or
not," said Travis Madrid, 20. "When I told him I would do
the same thing that Tommy did, they told me I was dismissed.
I don't want to work for a company like that."

In the same Sun-Sentinel article, Gerry Falconer, president
of the lifeguards group United States Lifesaving Association's
Southeast Region, said the company has never sought certification through his association. He said there are several
companies that provide similar services around the country,
but most are designed to provide lifeguards at public pools.
"It's apples and oranges. At a wave pool, if things go bad, you
can just hit a switch and turn the waves off," he said. "You
can't do that on the ocean."
Enter United States Lifesaving Association. After receiving
offers of assistance from USLA Southeast Region President
Gerry Falconer, Advisor Joe McManus, and former Miami
Beach Operations Supervisor Hank Oppenborn, the city of
Hallandale Beach had decided it would create its own public
lifeguard program, with USLA agency certification as its
goal. Not only has Hallandale decided to raise the bar with
respect to the level of quality training its lifeguards receive,
they have also committed to increasing the amount of area
the lifeguards cover, and to increase the concentration of lifeguards within this area. Starting in October 2012, Hallandale
Beach will have lifeguards covering all 1500 yards of their
coastline, instead of the previous two 300-yard guarded areas.
The new lifeguard service will also be a division of the

At the time, the company, Jeff Ellis Management, and the
city of Hallandale Beach received an avalanche of criticism
for Lopez’s firing. "All I did was what I was supposed to do,"
stated López. Since then, Tomas was offered his job back in a
nationally-televised CNN interview with company-owner
Jeff Ellis, City officials honored Lopez with a shiny gold “Key
to the City,” and he has been all over both the print and
video media, including an appearance on “The Today Show.”
López humbly declined to take his job back, and “The
Company offered a real good apology… They are trying to fix
the wrong that they did. On a personal level, I just don't
want to work for that company anymore," said López, of
Davie, Florida, but instead, he has decided to focus on his
ALM
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STIFF COMPETITION AND CHALLENGING CONDITIONS FOR COMPETITORS
AT THE 2012 USLA NATIONAL LIFEGUARD CHAMPIONSHIPS
Nan Kappeler, Huntington Beach, CA

For a second consecutive summer, the historic town of Cape
May, N.J. hosted the 2012 Jersey Mike’s United States
Lifeguard Association National Lifeguard Championships.
The four day event, which included a junior lifeguard competition, made headlines in local papers and attracted a production crew filming a documentary on the Hampton, N.Y.
lifeguards. Los Angeles County, Calif. won the “A” chapter
title for agencies of over 100 and Smith Point, N.Y. captured
the “B” title for chapters with less than 100.
Over one thousand competitors from around the country,
including an exhibition team from Canada took part in the
water and beach events. But with dark skies, high humidity
and thunder storms approaching from the south, race
announcer Tom Gill from Virginia Beach commented that
the normally “beautiful Cape May” may not be so beautiful
the next few days. Participants were reminded that the pace
of events would be fast to beat the storms.
“The competition was tough,” says California State’s Colin
Baratte, 21,who competed in five events this year at his first
nationals. “I knew the guys from LA County would be hard
to beat but I didn’t expect such strong competition from the
East Coast teams.”
Heats of beach flag races drew the usual large spectator
crowds throughout the first day. Course referee Skip Lee,
from Ocean City, Md., kept competitors on edge often blowing the start whistle quickly after the “heads down” command, or holding off for an extra moment. In the open competition, Brian Costello and Brianne Jackolski, both from
Smith Point, N.Y. won the men’s and women’s gold. Cheers
erupted from the crowd the champion of the men’s 70+ age
group, John Metesich of LA County. In the final heat,
Metesich started with a quick lead over the Town of Palm
Beach’s Thomas Hogan, but stopped before picking up the
flag. Sporting an ear to ear grin, he waited until Hogan
arrived, then picked up the flag and the champion spot.
Other notable moments included California State’s first
place finish in the open taplin relay. The team, made up of
paddler Shane Scoggins, swimmer Colin Bartte, surf skier
Rich Sprout, paddler Shane Scoggins and runner Scott
Shoemaker, age 54, was the oldest first place winner in the
open division. Very identical twin sisters Sherry and Shelly
Griffith, 40, from Boca Raton, Fla. won the open Dory boat
race for their 12th national title.
ALM

On Saturday, the surf run presented more of a challenge for
the later heats when the tide began to rise during the morning. What began as a relatively hard packed sand route along
the shoreline, became a soft sand beach run for the 2K course
that traveled a just over a half mile north around the rock
jetty to a turn-around and returning on the same route. In
the open divisions, Smith Point dominated with Jonathan
Cuomo and Courtney Dooley taking first place finishes.
With a high tide, the surf became a bit unruly and only eight
of 16 women completed the open women’s surf ski. Officials
gathered three times to decide whether to continue the boat
events with the rough surf, but made the call to continue on
with the schedule.
Fort Lauderdale’s Jim McCrady says the rougher conditions
made for more excitement during the open American
Ironman. With bigger waves and a challenging current,
boats flipped and tie-ups occurred around buoys, leading to
constant leader changes.
“My brother went from first to fourth every lap in the surf
boat race. Every lap of three, a different boat was in the
lead,” he says. “Hollywood won, which isn’t surprising. They
won every event they did this year.”
Though each day there were several race suspensions for
lightning, enthusiasm and spirits couldn’t be dampened.
Competitors continued to enjoy conversing with other agencies, trading tee-shirts and other signature gear on the beach
and purchasing items from USLA sponsor booths set up by
the main road. Open event winners received Hobie polarized
sunglasses and first through third finishers in the age group
divisions were awarded customized medals. All participants
received a handsome gray tee-shirt featuring an orange lifeguard buoy centered between Jersey Mike’s signature logo.
“We were very fortunate to get everything squeezed,” says
Jamie Flacon, a race official and sergeant with the Ocean
City, Md. beach patrol. “We finished the beach flag heats
just minutes before the first clap of thunder.”
At the close of the race on Saturday, Taylor Spivey from Los
Angeles County and Matt Nunnally from Monmouth County
had captured the top female and male point’s award. Both old
and new friends said their goodbyes with a promise for many
to train harder for Manhattan Beach, Calif. in 2013.
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continued on page 14

STIFF COMPETITION AND CHALLENGING CONDITIONS ... from page 13
“After seeing how good the college swimmers are and what
they are doing, I definitely feel more motivated for next summer to learn rowing and skiing so I can enter more events,”
says Baratte. “These guys inspire me.”
While mother-nature presented a few delays during the competition, race officials effective communication system alerting participants to exit and return to the competition went

ALM

smoothly and are to be commended on doing a great job of
keeping the race moving under the potentially dangerous
weather situation.
For a list of all national results, visit:
http://results.usla.org/usla.
To view thousands of race photo’s, visit:
www.lifeguardart.com
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USLA PUERTO RICO 2012 INAUGURAL SURF LIFESAVING ACADEMIES
Karissa Ickes, St. Johns County, FL & Giovanni Serrano, Fort Lauderdale, FL
Photos courtesy of Karissa Ickes, St. Johns County, FL & Giovanni Serrano, Fort Lauderdale, FL

“Jacinto, dame la vaca!” In
Jobos Beach, Puerto Rico,
there is a crack in a stone cliff
that plummets well over 15
feet into the ocean. There is a
legend in Puerto Rico that
there was once a farmer by the
name of Jacinto who fell into
this crack with his favorite
cow, where they both perished. It is tradition in Puerto
Rico for some natives and
many visitors to go to this cliff
and exclaim in Spanish,
“Jacinto, give me the cow!”.
Jobos Beach or “Playa Jobos”
[pronounced:
hobos]
is
renowned for its beauty, intrigue and superior surf. Ironically,
studies have shown that this unguarded beach leads the
beaches of Puerto Rico in the number of drowning deaths.
In December 2007, key representatives from the United
States Lifesaving Association were invited to Puerto Rico to
review and make recommendations on the improvement of
aquatic safety. They issued an extensive report, which can be
found in the Lifeguard Library section of www.usla.org. This
year, as a follow-up to this fact-finding mission, Ruperto
(Chapa) Chaparro, Director of the Sea Grant College
Program Puerto Rico, facilitated two inaugural Puerto Rico
Surf Lifesaving Academies to be overseen by volunteer
USLA instructors and conducted in accordance with USLA
guidelines. Sea Grant Puerto Rico offered to cover the cost of
transportation and lodging for the instructors, as well as provided venues for training.

Puerto Rico in an effort to
enhance the training of the
island’s
lifeguards.
Spearheaded by Lieutenant
James H. McCrady (Fort
Lauderdale Ocean Rescue), a
rigorous 40-Hour curriculum
for the Puerto Rico Surf
Lifesaving
Academy
(PRSLA) was immediately
developed.
Lieutenant
Giovanni J. Serrano (Fort
Lauderdale Ocean Rescue),
Training Officer Karissa Ickes
(St. Johns County Marine
Rescue) and Training Officer
Jose Landrua (Pompano
Beach Ocean Rescue) joined Lt. McCrady in volunteering
their time to coordinate and instruct two 40-Hour USLA
Surf Lifesaving Academies at the University of Puerto Rico
in Mayagüez.

continued on page 32

In April 2012, four instructors from the Southeast and South
Atlantic regions accepted Chapa’s invitation and traveled to
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FAILED LIFEGUARD PRIVATIZATION EXPERIMENT... from page 10
Hallandale Beach Fire
Department, moving
beach lifeguards out of
Parks and Recreation, a
move championed by
Fire Chief Daniel P.
Sullivan and supported
by Mayor Joy Cooper.
The City then released
its job announcement
for Beach Lifeguard
paying
between
$32,240 and $40,268 annually — nearly twice what the previous lifeguards were paid. Hallandale Beach further stated
that it was looking to hire a beach/aquatic supervisor, six fulltime lifeguards, and six part-time lifeguards for the beach.
The city accepted applications for all positions through
August 16th, with a water test scheduled for August 20th,
and a lifeguard academy and orientation set for September
17th. This tight timeline was necessary to be able to have
guards in the stands on October 1st.
Within weeks of the job announcement, word was received
by the USLA Southeast Region that there were over 300
applications received from all over the country, with over
200 of them qualifying for testing. The Beach Supervisor
position was also well received with close to 70 candidates.
Apparently, all of the negative press coverage that the city of
Hallandale Beach had garnered due to Tomas López’s termination turned out to be a positive with respect to getting the
word out that lifeguards were needed on this mile-long
stretch of beach.
The USLA SER and the Hallandale Beach Fire Department
had their work cut out for them. They had to not only test
209 lifeguard candidates in one day, but organize a 40-hour
surf lifesaving academy with regional instructors, and help
this fledgling agency order textbooks, uniforms, buoys, paddleboards and tower supplies. Luckily for everyone involved
the project was tasked to HBFD Division Chief of Training
Jack Ryan, and South Florida is loaded with eager USLA volunteers who dropped everything to come down (and up) to
Hallandale Beach to help out in this historic lifesaving
endeavor.

Beach sent Captain Jo Wagenhals and Lieutenant James
Gray. Miami-Dade County Ocean Rescue Division Chief
Bob Maler was in attendance. Palm Beach County sent longtime USLA activists Don May, James Plant, Dennis Ward,
and Rob Rogerson. Even some of the applicants stuck around
to help out after they had passed their own respective tests.
Chris Keiper from Long Branch, NJ and the St. Johns
County crew of Jeremy Watkins, Phil Sehmer, Talon
Oleszczuk and Jared Davis were invaluable for not just helping out with the seven waves of swimmers, but for making
close to 30 rescues in the process. It was truly a team effort.
Fast-forward four weeks to September 17th for the first day of
the 2012 USLA Hallandale Beach Surf Lifesaving Academy.
Of the eighty-nine people that passed the lifeguard test, sixteen were invited to participate. Former Hollywood, FL and
North Wildwood, NJ (28 years with 34 total combined
years), and current FLOR lifeguard Joe Taylor was named
Beach Safety Supervisor for Hallandale Beach Ocean Rescue
(HBOR). The lead academy instructors were Taylor and
FLOR’s Lieutenant Mitch McCrady, with associate
instructors Ken Sullivan, Ryan Kooser, Indian River
County’s Joe McManus, and Pompano Beach’s Casey Coote.
All instructors are graduates of the USLA Southeast
Regional Training Officer Academy, held every December in
Palm Beach, FL, and created by the late USLA Life Member
James “Mac” McCarthy. Five days and 40 hours later, on
Friday, September 21st, HBOR graduated its first class of
professional ocean lifeguards.
All change takes a catalyst. Tomas López unintentionally
became this agent of change when he decided that a person’s
life was more important than his job, or a company policy.
Because López made the right decision that fateful day in
July, the future of Hallandale Beach safety looks bright and
the people than swim there will be safer. Thank you, Tomas
López and thank you, USLA.

On Monday, August 20th the stage was set for a water test
that would pit hundreds of hungry lifeguard applicants
against an unforgiving ocean and twenty seasoned USLA
testers. Fort Lauderdale Ocean Rescue’s (FLOR) Ken
Sullivan, Blake Kammerer, Mitch and Jim McCrady, Crystal
Haire, Scot Fowler, and Joe Taylor were there. Pompano
ALM
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GALVESTON LIFEGUARDS BUSY WITH YEAR ROUND RESPONSBILITIES
Peter Davis, Galveston Beach, TX

The last tower lifeguard sat shivering in his tower waiting for
the rescue truck to make an announcement to the beach
patrons that he was officially off duty. He was the final tower
guard to work for the entire season. The Park Board
Maintenance crews had already gotten the towers off the
beach and moved them to a lot.
A small group of full time lifeguards was already hard at work
refurbishing the towers to prepare them for spring when they
will go back out to the beach front.
The change of seasons happens quickly. Just as the water
sinks to the 70 degree mark, we change our work patterns.
Seasonal lifeguards are finished with the exception of a very
few that work patrol trucks on the weekends to supplement
the full time staff. We still run patrols through the month of
November and will start these patrols again in February, but
there is much to be done during the short time before the
crowds return.
The first priority is, obviously the lifeguard towers. Our staff
rotates through the patrol and maintenance positions. Each
full time staff member has a couple of areas of specialty such
as towers, signs, policy and training material updates, vehicles, facility management, website oversight, Junior
Lifeguards, museum project, public education, administration, etc. However, at times all staff that are not actively
patrolling may work together to get something done. Signage
and towers are the first priority and everyone helps out.
Others are more specific. For example Josh Hale will work on
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an online and real life lifeguard museum during his down
time during the winter months. Chris Pompa needs assistance to put up signs. He needs help running the water pump,
lifting the signs, etc. On the other hand he may do a recruiting trip alone or with one other person. Joe Cerdas oversees
the rescue boards and Austin Kirwin the vehicles and boats,
but they help Chris when he needs it with the signs.
Each of the full time employees has areas they are responsible for but the goal is to get everyone’s projects done and it
takes the entire team working together to make this happen.
It’s easier than you’d think to get all of these guys to work
together. They’ve all been in our program since they were
young. Most of them came up through our Junior Lifeguard
program starting at 10 years of age. Their instructors taught
them the importance of team work and the concept that we
all work together for the good of the millions that visit the
beach. For Galveston. For USLA. As they matured they
became guards and put that idea into practice, often trusting
their very lives to each other to make rescues and prevent
accidents. They know we are only as strong as our weakest
link- know it to their core.
Now they are the leaders and are teaching the younger guards
and Junior Guards the values they were taught and live out
daily.
This commentary first appeared in a Florida newspaper and
reflects the views of the author.
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TA L E N T, T R A I N I N G A N D T R A D I T I O N L E A D O ’ N E I L L A N D
K I L G A L L E N T O N AT I O N A L T I T L E S
Joe McManus, Miami, FL

Jacob Riis Park sits on a 260
acre parcel of oceanfront
property nestled between the
Queens neighborhoods of
Rockaway Beach and Breezy
Point in New York City. In
1914, the city named the
beach in honor of the Danish
social reformer, and ever since
it has been a refuge for a
demographically diverse population seeking to escape the
sweltering city summer heat.

learned to swim yet,” remembers his dad. Of those days,
young Tom recalls thinking, “I
want to be a lifeguard at Riis
Park one day.”

Tom, of course, did learn to
swim, and learned well. His
swimming prowess took him
to Ohio State University,
from which he recently graduated with a degree in Finance,
and from where he qualified
for Olympic trials in the 10K
Picture of Riis Park Lifeguards June 1934
In the early 1930s, Robert
open water swim. Tom casualMoses renovated Riis Park with a layout enabling it to servly says his athletic ability is a mix of his mom and dad’s comice 250,000 visitors. The beach area is just short of a mile
petitive influences, which he respectively characterizes as
long. In 1974, the National Park Service assumed steward“overt” and “covert.” Tom has always enjoyed training and
ship of the park and together with its “sister” park in Sandy
staying fit, but he sums up his race ethic as: “I hate to lose
Hook, NJ, an urban park system located at the “Gateway” to
more than I like to win.”
New York City was born.
Around the time that Tom was watching, from shore, Riis
For over 80 years, Riis Park lifeguards have been protecting
Park lifeguards swim around buoys, Patrick Kilgallen came
the public from the hazards inherent in the surf environment.
into the world, the son of a Rockaway Beach lifeguard and a
The Riis Park Lifeguard Service is typical of many of the
New York City firefighter. With Patrick’s dad being a talentnation’s finest services in that its work ethic is one of unwaed triathlete, his earliest memories were of spending “every
vering dedication to public safety. Pride in service has linked
other weekend at a triathlon.” Growing up on Rockaway
the successive generations of lifesavers who’ve worked Riis,
Beach surrounded by the lifeguard culture, becoming a lifeand this work has grown into a summer tradition that strives
guard himself was, in Pat’s words, “never not an option.” In
to sustain and greatly values its stellar safety record, its camafact, the inevitability was such that Pat recalls anxiously
raderie and its athleticism.
awaiting his 16th birthday knowing “this is the summer I get
to work the beach.”
Assistant Chief Tom O’Neill has been part of the Riis Park
tradition for all of his adult life. A high school Economics
It seems more than coincidental that through the Riis Park
teacher with a swimming and water polo background, he
program Tom O’Neill and Pat Kilgallen were to become lifeknew, in 1974, that he had found his avocation in ocean lifeguards, training partners, and friends. After all, both had an
guarding. For the past four decades, Riis Park has been a
inherited lifeguard gene, both had worked hard for age group
place Chief O’Neill calls home each summer. In the mid
swim clubs, both were outstanding student athletes, and both
1980s, he met his future wife, Betsy, at Riis Park, after she was
wanted to become lifeguards as far back as they could rememhired on as a lifeguard. Together they raised two sons, Tom
ber. The four year age difference between them would serve
and Brian, and soon it became clear that both boys were desthem well for training; Pat saw Tom as a mentor and an inspitined to follow in their parents’ footsteps.
ration, and Tom vowed to himself never to let Pat beat him
during a workout. In this regard, Tom knew he had to stay
When Tom and Betsy would bring their young sons to the
sharp because Pat was showing great potential, with impresbeach, young Thomas would join the lifeguards during drills,
sive times in the same events Tom swam.
while his brother Brian would opt to “surf” his body board.
“Tom would do the run leg of the run-swim-run with the lifeWith Tom’s college career behind him and with Pat about to
guards and then stop at water’s edge because he hadn’t
ALM
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Talent, Training and Tradition... from page 29
begin his, 2012 was the summer they would set their sights on
a new competitive challenge: the USLA National Lifeguard
Championships.
The name Riis Park has rarely, if ever, been heard at USLA
events, this despite a 35-year-long tradition of Riis Park’s participation in local tournaments. So, it came as something of
a surprise to Chief O’Neill when his son told him he wanted
to go to USLA Nationals. “Tom felt it would be a fitting way
to wrap up his lifeguard career, if he could win nationals.”
Tom researched some of the past champions of the races he
wanted to focus on. He knew Connor Jaegar and Chad
Carvin as awesome swimmers, but in evaluating his own
background and thinking about how he might measure up, “I
felt pretty good about my ability.” Tom decided he would
concentrate on four events for nationals: the surf race, runswim-run, board race and the board rescue race, which he
hoped to win with Brian.
Riis Park is a beautifully laid out facility, which makes it a
great place to train. Its compact size, separated into “bays” by
wooden jetties, and its consistent surf, generated by daily
onshores, makes it easy to fix a training course and challenging to navigate through it. As part of a daily training regimen, Tom and Pat would swim and run together. They combined pool swimming with long distance ocean swims at fast
pace, in all conditions. Brian and Tom focused on the board
rescue as a team. All through June and July they trained hard
both on and off the beach.
In August it was off to Cape May for the four competitors; it
was the first USLA Lifeguard Nationals for Tom, Brian, Pat
and Chief Tom O’Neill.
At Cape May, Pat saw the conditions as challenging, with
onshore winds pushing waist to chest high swells and head
high shorebreak. Preliminary strategies were straightforward
enough: finish near the top of the qualifying heat to make
finals.

On day two of the competition, due to the order of events,
Tom decided to opt out of the run-swim-run so he could concentrate on the board rescue race with his brother. The
championship race was closely contested and came down to
a run up the beach for the top three teams with Tom and
Brian taking 3rd place.
Meanwhile, Pat had qualified for the run-swim-run final, and
in a grueling championship race Pat found himself sharing a
wave at the end of the swim leg and exiting the water just a
step ahead of Matt Nunnally. In his first USLA competition,
18-year-old Pat Kilgallen became the 2012 USLA National
Run Swim Run Champion and Riis Park was heard once
again on the course.
Only an elite few know how it feels to be a national champion. They tend to be humble and downplay their accomplishments. As national champion, Tom reflected on his parents’
sacrifices all throughout his many years of hard training. He
now realizes that when he first decided to commit to swimming, “my commitment became their commitment.” With a
national title to his name and a place on the US National
Team, Tom O’Neill will wrap up his short lifeguard career in
a way that brings honor to himself, his parents and Riis Park,
and this is, indeed, fitting.
Pat Kilgallen moves on to SUNY Binghampton as a freshman, his first time away from home and the beach. He had
been recruited by numerous Division I schools, but he chose
Binghamton for its engineering program. Pat’s mom, Helen,
says that swimming was key in her son’s early development,
and it continues to open the door to greater possibilities. His
choice of the college he would attend came from the influences of the Riis Park lifeguards he worked with over the past
two summers. “The lifeguards at Riis Park were mostly in college, planning their careers and many of them were in engineering programs. Pat benefited from his association with
this great group of young people.”
The Riis Park tradition lives on!

Both Tom and Pat qualified for the final in the open surf race,
while Chief O’Neill took 4th in the 60-64 division. Later in
the day when Pat and Tom lined up for the start of the final,
they moved to the north side of the field of 30 swimmers in
order to compensate for the sweep. Tom turned the first buoy
in 3rd place with the intention of staying near the front so he
could “burn at the final turn and close fast.” Tom O’Neill
closed faster than the rest of the formidable field and took
the title, with Pat Kilgallen right behind him winning the silver. When it was announced that Tom O’Neill was the 2012
USLA National Surf Race Champion, it was also the first
time in a long history of lifesaving that the title was associated with a Riis Park lifeguard.
ALM
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S H O P TA L K : F I B E RG L A S S R E PA I R
Phil Rogers, Mid-Atlantic

Repairing a Kevlar craft is easier to repair than repairing
fiberglass or carbon-fiber, especially if the damage was
caused by a major impact, say the clown cutting you off
on the wave or misjudging the shore break. In a fiberglass or carbon-fiber unit you can have a "blowout"
(hole punched in your boat). Kevlar does not blowout
because Kevlar doesn't break. Only the fiberglass layer
over the Kevlar breaks (you can cut Kevlar with a sharp
object like a knife, but not break it by bending it). What
you end up after a major impact that compromises the
structure of the hull is a floppy leaking Kevlar “spot”.
You need a flat board, rubber gloves, tongue depressors
to use as stir sticks, tin foil, fiber glass, some Styrofoam
or Ethafoam, plastic sheeting, a matt knife with a new
blade, and NEW two part epoxy. You have a lot of
money in your board or surf ski, don’t go cheap and use
old materials.
Repair: Peel away the broken fiberglass and the resin
bits at the area of the break. Do NOT cut the Kevlar!
You’ll need to create some sort of temporary supporting
structure on the inside of the hull of the canoes (for
example a large block of Styrofoam or Ethafoam) carved
to fit the curve of the hull. Put a plastic sheet between
the Styrofoam or Ethafoam and the hull to prevent the
epoxy used in the repair form from melting the
Styrofoam or seeping into the crevices of the Ethafoam.
Make sure the carved Styrofoam or Ethafoam is pressed
firmly against the inside of the hull in the area being
repaired.
On the exterior hull, cut out a section of fiberglass that
overlaps the unbroken edges of the hole. Mix up the
two parts of epoxy resin (caution - use epoxy that takes
60 minutes to set up unless you are skilled at doing this
– in which case you probably don’t need to read farther.
Make sure the epoxy is new, use equal parts of the twopart mix, and stir thoroughly (approximately 50 stirs
with a tongue depressor, or enrage your wife by using
a handy sterling silver butter knife. Lay a sheet of tinfoil on a board. Lay the cut out section of fiberglass on
ALM

the tin-foil. Spread the mixed epoxy resin on the fiberglass section with the spreader. Work-in until the fiberglass appears clear. If you want a thicker patch, use two
layers of fiberglass - in that case put the second fiberglass
sheet on top of the 1st layer of wetted fiberglass and
smooth the second layer of fiberglass on top of the first
layer. Add resin until both sections are clear and have
no discernible bumps or air bubbles.
With the vessel stabilized so that the patch area is horizontal, lay on and smooth mixed epoxy resin until the
Kevlar appears clear (e.g. no bumps or air bubbles). Peel
the epoxy wetted fiberglass section from the tin-foil and
place it onto the Kevlar wetted by the resin. Smooth the
fiberglass section onto the Kevlar. Using 60-minute
epoxy, you need to complete this process within thirty
minutes (faster if it’s hot outside) because 60-minute
epoxy starts to stiffen after thirty minutes.
Let it cure over night and do not let it get wet from rain
or heavy dew.
Note: Do not mix the epoxy if it is very humid outside
which is often the case if working in the evening.
Moisture in the air will prevent the epoxy from completely setting up & you end up with a sticky mess. Also
old epoxy (i.e. over a year old) will never completely
setup. If making repair inside, make sure you have adequate ventilation. I recommend wearing a half mask
with a charcoal filter, available at any box store.
Last tip: You can place a sheet of sandwich style “cling
wrap” on the patch before the epoxy has cured so as to
create a smoother finish that reduces the amount of
sanding after the epoxy has cured. Test your plastic
wrap by putting a sample of mixed epoxy on it. Some
plastic wraps, such as Saran wrap will partially melt from
the epoxy.
After the patch has cured, sand smooth sandpaper. Start
with coarse (90 grit) sandpaper, then medium (120) ,
then fine (220 to 400) sandpaper. Finish by wet sanding for a smooth finish. For a really smooth finish, finish
off with a buffing compound.
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USLA Puerto Rico... from page 26

ten minutes using the “heads-up” swimming technique for
the entire distance. Perhaps we should all challenge ourselves
to give that a try. After discussions about the streamline position and effective kicking techniques, that student literally
dropped minutes from his time. Dramatic improvements in
swim times, dedication and passion were common themes
among participants in both courses. Although several of the
students had over 20 years of experience as ocean lifeguards,
they later expressed that the academy offered subject matter
and techniques that were new even to them.

The four instructors arrived at the university to meet with
Chapa and a small group of students for the first of the two
academies. The students’ ages ranged from early 20s to well
into their 60s. The instructors were greeted with indescribably welcoming hospitality from the University of Puerto
Rico, the Sea Grant College Program and the students. For
those of you familiar with Lt. McCrady’s curriculums, it
would be accurate to say that, without delay, the students
were immersed in an intensive introduction to USLA Open
Water Lifesaving.
The second academy was much larger. Word had evidently
spread around the island that lifeguard instructors from the
USLA were imparting their knowledge in the hopes of reducing drowning in Puerto Rico. Lifeguards, including a chief
and instructor, from the Puerto Rico National Parks
Company were sent to enhance their lifesaving education.
The training was a combination of classroom lectures, pool
workouts and surf lifesaving drills. At the pool, swimming
skills were evaluated and stroke mechanics were corrected. In
the classroom, students were lectured on topics ranging from
understanding the surf environment to water surveillance.
Sandy Beach, located in Rincón, served as an ideal classroom. While beautiful with plenty of beachfront available,
Sandy Beach is the home of many common island hazards
including surf, reefs, rocks, drop-offs, long shore currents and
rip currents. These local conditions allowed instructors to
simulate realistic rescue scenarios including multiple victim
aquatic rescues, board rescues and cervical spine management in the surf. Special attention was given to cervical
spine management and backboarding in the beach environment, as these were new skills for the majority of the students. Practical evolutions on escapes and releases, victim
carries and components of a rescue were also executed.

In an April 2012 follow-up letter from Chapa, he conveyed
that “Puerto Rico will always be indebted with the USLA
and specifically with lifeguard instructors, Lt. James
McCrady, Lt. Giovanni Serrano, Officer Karissa Ickes, and
Officer Jose Landrua, for coordinating the most significant
event ever, related to lifesaving and marine safety in Puerto
Rico”. In the same letter, Chapa predicted that “the history
of lifesaving in Puerto Rico will be marked by the before and
after of the 2012 Puerto Rico Surf Lifesaving Academy.”
Without Chapa’s unwavering commitment to public safety
on the island’s coastline, this academy may have not have
come to fruition and for that the USLA is grateful.
Reducing drowning in Puerto Rico is a major challenge. Few
beaches are guarded and the prevalence of lifeguards on those
beaches is minimal. As well, equipment is quite limited. The
lifeguards are faced with many barriers to success.
When asked in October 2012 about life after the USLA
Academies, Chapa stated that the academies have fostered
“enormous pride among the lifeguards” who attended and
that other lifeguards are looking forward to a similar opportunity. With the support of Sea Grant, several lifeguards have
been working diligently to establish a USLA Chapter for
Puerto Rico. Both Sea Grant and several academy students
reported that they have been meeting monthly to train at the
University’s pool and discuss incorporation matters. Chapa
elaborated that “they already have voted for a board of directors and are planning educational activities, specifically the
coordination of another academy”. The National Parks
Company may consider adopting USLA Open-Water
Standards, depending, in part, upon local November 2012
elections.

The majority of the participants were accomplished surfers
and watermen who were either locals or regulars at local
beaches known for their large and often dangerous surf. One
student, well known for his surfing abilities around Puerto
Rico, completed his initial 500-meter swim in just less than
ALM
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“This most recent Puerto Rico initiative is a model of USLA
collaboration to enhance lifesaving and reduce drowning,”
commented USLA President B. Chris Brewster. “With the
funding and coordination of Sea Grant, the invaluable contributions of volunteer instructors from two USLA regions,
and the avoidance of unnecessary bureaucracy, USLA has
once again provided urgently needed leadership that will
enhance the protection of American beaches. Nice work
everyone!”

ALM

Although the instructors were volunteering their time and
expertise, the invitation to pass on their knowledge to both
new and extremely seasoned lifeguards was an honor.
Participants were there to improve upon their knowledge,
professionalism, and preparedness. Not surprisingly, there
was an overwhelmingly positive feeling at the conclusion of
each of the academies. The instructors, administrators, and
students shared a common goal: to reduce the drowning
death in Puerto Rico. Lifeguards for Life.
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L O N G T I M E H AWA I I
LIFEGUARD HONORED
FOR RESCUE

OPINIONS
L I F E G U A R D PAY I N
B R E VA R D CO U N T Y
ASSAILED

Bob Moore, Redondo Beach, CA

G. S. Storrs, Cocoa Beach, FL

Who wants lifeguards?
Apparently few in Brevard County government. A
county with an estimated $400 million in tourist
spending in the beach zone? A county spending $22
million promoting tourism?
The lifeguards have been tossed from department to
department, finally landing in Fire-Rescue, where
they have been identified as the lowest priority.
The "who wants them" attitude goes beyond FireBrian Higa was awarded the International Lifesaving
Rescue Medal of Valor in Minneapolis, Minnesota on
Thursday.

Rescue. A couple of years ago, the county hired a consulting firm to develop a pay plan considering job content and the relation of all jobs to each other. The

The longtime City and County of Honolulu lifeguard is
only the third person to win this award, which is awarded to one person in the world annually.
He was chosen for a rescue in February 2011. Higa
jumped off a 25-foot cliff into the Moi Hole at
Yokohama Bay to rescue a 19-year-old Canadian man,
who had been washed off the rocks into the hole by a
large wave. Higa only had fins and a rescue tube. Higa
fought off sets of waves and swam more than 300 yards
to bring the visitor to shore. He had only minor scrapes.

study was comprehensive and detailed, but lifeguards
were left out.
The result? A lifeguard captain gets 59 cents an hour
less than an unskilled entry-level county utility worker. Let's say you're that captain. You know of comments from commissioners and the county manager
suggesting full-time guards be eliminated and worry
about that. You resign and sign on as a trash truck
loader, raising your income $500 per month.
This "who needs them" atmosphere led to 19 drownings from 2005 to 2007, when Ocean Rescue was so
weakened our beaches were on the list of the six most
dangerous beaches in the world.
We need to lay plans for headquarter and zone support
facilities on the beach. Have the same pay consultant
determine equitable pay, and act now. The money
must come from reallocation in the existing Fire-

ALM

Rescue budget. No new taxes needed.
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